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 On 26 February 1992, local administrative units, acting upon a 
decree issued by the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Slovenia, 
deprived citizens of other republics of former Yugoslavia permanently 
residing in Slovenia, of their status of permanent residents (The text was 
written as part of the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme Project 
“Profane Citizenship in Europe”, Contract 225511). This administrative action, 
later popularly dubbed “erasure” (since its victims were “erased” from the 
register of permanent residents), transformed the persons concerned into 
illegal aliens. Without notification and without the possibility to appeal, 
these persons were abruptly deprived of the legal foundations of their 
existence in Slovenia: their documents previously issued in Slovenia (e.g., 
passport, driving permit etc.) became invalid and they lost already obtained 
social rights. The measure hit more than 25.000 persons: however, since it 
was a covert act, its victims have long been unaware of each other, and the 
general public was ignorant of the issue.  
 Erasure in Slovenia, one of the worse recent violations of human 
rights in Europe, is tightly connected with historical events in the region: (1) 
transformation of constituent units of Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia (its six republics and one of the two autonomous provinces) into 
independent states; (2) economic transition from socialist self-management 
to one variant of welfare capitalism, as well as transition from national to 
globalised economy. This broader context is relevant: not in the sense that 
the violence committed by Slovene state would appear any more acceptable 
for it; however, understanding of the regional context helps to grasp the 
more general global and European processes under the epiphenomenal 
political, legislative and administrative actions in this particular case.  
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Adoption of a New Citizenship Law in Independent Slovenia in 
1991 
 
 With the declaration of Slovenia’s independence, Yugoslav federal 
Citizenship Act and Aliens Act ceased to be valid and, accordingly, new laws 
had to be adopted. Yugoslav federation was composed of six republics and 
citizenship was regulated from the bottom up: a citizen of a republic was at 
the same time the citizen of Yugoslavia. A citizen of one republic, 
permanently living on the territory of any other republic, enjoyed the same 
citizenship rights and performed the same obligations (e.g., paying taxes) as 
all other republic’s citizens. He or she was enrolled into the register of 
republic’s permanent residents; his or her documents (passport, identity card 
etc.) were issued by the local administration at the place where he or she 
lived; there, he or she exercised all political rights as well. In everyday life, 
republican citizenship was not important and most people were not even 
aware of it. However, when former federal republics proclaimed 
independence, it became the basis of the new states’ citizenship.  
 Between 190.000 and 200.000 citizens of other Yugoslav republics 
were permanent residents of Slovenia when Slovene legislative bodies 
decided that they were not automatically to become Slovene citizens. They 
were offered the opportunity to apply for an exceptional naturalisation 
within the period of six months (the date expired on 25 December 1991), 
under the condition that they had had permanent residence on 23 December 
1990 and lived continuously in Slovenia since then.1 Local administration 
usually required that they submit a birth certificate and/or a copy of other 
citizenship registration issued within the last three months, a problematic 
condition for those who had to acquire it from the regions that were already 
in war. The outcome was that 171.127 persons were able to obtain Slovene 
citizenship.  
 The status of those who would not ask for exceptional 
naturalisation or who would not be able to obtain it, was to be determined 
in the Aliens Act.2 However, the law explicitly recognised the preservation 
of permanent resident’s status to aliens who had obtained this status under 
the Yugoslav law (e.g. the citizens of countries like Italy, Austria, Hungary 
etc.), while it did not settle the question of the legal status of those citizens 
of other Yugoslav republics who would not have obtained Slovene 
citizenship. 
 
Public Administration as Milieu Traducteur 
 
 Some lawyers and most politicians have been claiming that the 
difficulties of the citizens of other Yugoslav republics were caused by the 
legislator’s omission to determine their legal status. Past research3 already 
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raised doubts about this “legal vacuum” thesis. It is now certain that local 
administration committed illegitimate acts; later on state administration has 
been obstinately resisting remedying the obvious injustice. According to 
various documents,4 the government took the position that after the 
expiration of transitional period (on 26 February 1992) during which citizens 
of other republics permanently residing in Slovenia had all citizens’ rights, 
they would become aliens and should regulate their status as if they had 
come to Slovenia for the first time. The only legal-administrative trace of 
their living in Slovenia (often decades long; in average: 8 years5) was their 
enrolment into the register of permanent residents of Slovenia. The 
government decided to eliminate this trace of regulated residence in Slovenia 
and instructed local administrative units to erase these persons from the 
register of permanent residents after 26 February 1992.  
 Our examination of legal documents has confirmed the assessment 
that the act of erasure could not proceed from a correct interpretation of 
law. Our analysis shows that the erasure was an effect of conscious re-
interpretation of law in the subordinate regulation conceived and 
implemented by the Minister of the Interior and high state officials. 
Administrators on local levels then executed without reservations the 
instructions proceeding from these interpretations. 
 At the time of erasure, the register of permanent residents was still 
regulated by the Yugoslav law to which some less significant amendments 
had been added. According to the law, the persons who had to be inscribed 
into the register were defined as “občani”, commoners.6 Since the Constitution 
of 1963, “commoner” was one of the basic categories by which socialist 
juridical-political system attempted to reach beyond the bourgeois 
dichotomy between the citizen (political subject) and the bourgeois (member 
of civil society). “Commoner” was the individual taken in her or his concrete 
social existence, member of the community where, together with other 
commoners, she or he provided for the basic necessities of life and exercised 
basic practices of solidarity. Consequently, “commoner” was the basic 
political agent, the elementary constituent in the construction of social self-
management. One of the commoner’s statuses was citizenship. However, 
since it was the commoner who was the elementary subject of rights and 
obligations, individuals exercised their rights and fulfilled their obligations, 
participated to social benefits and paid taxes not as citizens (of Slovenia, 
Montenegro or Macedonia, etc.), but as commoners at the place of their permanent 
residence. During the transition from the system of socialist self-management 
to the system of liberal democracy, “commoner”, for some time, still 
hovered on in legal texts. In the new context, however, “commoner” could 
not mean much more than “permanent resident”. Therefore, when the then 
valid law on the register used the word “commoner”, inherited from 
Yugoslav legislation, it should have been understood that all citizens of 
former Yugoslav republics permanently residing in Slovenia were to be 
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inscribed into the register of permanent residents. Inscription into the 
register would in fact testify that the persons concerned had the right to 
undisturbed continuation of living in Slovenia where they had their families, 
jobs and property, and where they had access to labour market and enjoyed 
social rights. 
 On the basis of Permanent Residence and Population Registry Act, 
the Minister of the Interior and the Director of the Office for Statistics 
issued two regulations on the implementation of the law in which they 
changed the expression commoner, figuring in the law, into “citizens of the 
Republic of Slovenia”.7 This tiny change led to the erasure of the citizens of 
other Yugoslav republics, until that moment permanent residents, from the 
register of permanent residents. Erasure had dreadful effects for the people 
concerned: they lost the legal foundation of their living in Slovenia and the 
access to social rights. State officials later explained that the interpretative 
change of the law was necessary since the constitution of independent 
Slovenia changed the previous meaning of “commoner” into “citizen of the 
Republic of Slovenia”.8 This is not true. Constitutional Law accompanying 
the declaration of independence uses both terms (commoner and citizen) and 
distinguishes between their meanings; therefore a subordinated legal act 
could not in sound juridical logic arbitrarily replace one term by the other.9 
Besides this thin “legal” argument the government proposed an ideological 
argument according to which the “already acquired rights” of the erased 
people “should be disregarded”: the argument of loyalty.10 In a letter to the 
government the Minister of the Interior explains that citizens of other 
republics permanently residing in Slovenia by not having applied for Slovene 
citizenship generously offered by the new state, “consciously renounced 
their rights”.   
 With the two regulations that were formally only enacting the law, 
the register of “commoners” with permanent residence has been 
transformed into the register of “citizens of Slovenia permanently residing in 
Slovenia”. The Minister and the Director of the Office for Statistics re-
interpreted the law and, from the legal point of view, violated it. From the 
sociological point of view, this is a typical case of governmentality:11 by 
introducing a new administrative quadrillage, the government officials 
performed the transfer of a particular group (the future erased persons) 
from one classification to another. State violence was performed in the form 
of a new administrative and statistical sorting of population. 
 
Citizenship Regulations of Successor States in 1990s – a 
Comparative Perspective 
 
 When defining its new citizenry, Slovenia has not opted for the 
simple option to grant Slovene citizenship to all federal citizens permanently 
living on its territory. This option has been, for example, chosen by the 
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USSR successor states Ukraine and Belarus12 and by the ex-Yugoslav 
republic Bosnia and Herzegovina.13 These states granted citizenship ex lege to 
their own republic citizens as well as to other federal citizens permanently 
living on their territory. Slovenia, like Czech Republic, Slovakia, Croatia, 
Serbia and Montenegro, granted citizenship ex lege only to republic citizens, 
while permanent residents obtained the right to exceptional naturalisation 
under certain conditions. As a rule, this decision produced uncertain life 
conditions for “unwanted” populations and even created masses of stateless 
persons. Something similar as “erasure” happened to the Roma people in 
Czech Republic who could not fulfil the requirements for exceptional 
naturalisation (two years of permanent residence and clean criminal 
record).14 In Croatia, besides republican citizens who became Croat citizens 
by law, ethnic Croatians, residents and non-residents, could also obtain 
citizenship if they provided the statement that they consider themselves as 
such; this provision excluded residents that had neither been citizens of the 
federal republic of Croatia nor were ethnic Croatians.15 During the war, 
many members of the Serbian minority in Croatia fled from Croatia to 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia where, until 2005, only approximately 50% 
obtained citizenship.16 In Macedonia permanent residents had to fulfil the 
requirement of fifteen years of permanent residency and of sufficient means 
of subsistence to qualify for citizenship. As a consequence, a considerable 
number of Romas and Albanians were excluded.17  
 Among the USSR successor states, Latvia is a particular case; it re-
established Latvian citizenship in accordance with the 1919 Law on 
Citizenship by which as much as 45 percent of residents were excluded from 
the citizenry, mostly people of Russian origin. Latvia recognised some of 
their rights which were not accorded to the erased persons in Slovenia: 
permanent residency, ban of deportation, diplomatic protection, and special 
passports. By giving the non-citizens “functional Latvian nationality” instead 
of full citizenship rights, Latvia introduced an unprecedented juridical 
category into international law. Kristīne Krūma estimates that despite the 
subsequent reintegration of these persons through standard naturalisation, 
some 130.000 persons will probably remain stateless for the rest of their 
lives (Krūma, 67).18  
 It would seem that, during great historical perturbations of modern 
statehood and citizenship, certain persons can easily become the target of 
social engineering. This feature emerges even in the case of the 
independence of Algeria in 1962 and the subsequent regulations of 
citizenship, especially with the respect of persons whose parents were born 
after 1962.19  
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State Instruments of the Human Resources Control 
 
 During the field work, we collected interviews and documentation 
of 39 erased people. Most of them either thought that they were Slovene 
citizens and for this reason did not apply for citizenship; or they were not 
able to collect all the required documents (like the birth certificate) due to 
the outbreak of war in many zones of Yugoslavia. One third of them 
consciously decided to continue their living in Slovenia as alien permanent 
residents and were convinced that, although they would lose political and 
some civil rights, they would retain their social rights. Their disillusion 
confirms the unequal nature of Marshall’s civil and political rights, on one 
side, and social rights, on the other.20 The first two can be available in 
standardised and formalised protocols, so they can, to some extent, provide 
the same liberties to everyone.21 Social rights are, to the contrary, designed 
from case to case by improvised practices, so they are precarious and 
vulnerable by nature.22 
 The first most important redesign of social rights concerning 
citizens of other post-Yugoslav republics took place already in 1992 and 
concerned their rights with respect to the labour market.23 Only those who 
worked in Slovenia for more than ten years on the basis of permanent 
working contract, were eligible to apply for permanent employment permit 
within the period of three months, the rest were able to receive employment 
permit for one year only. To some of our interviewees who worked less than 
ten years in Slovenia, employers changed their permanent working contract 
into a working contract for one year; when the one year period expired, 
these workers were fired. For a short period they received unemployment 
support, afterwards they remained without any revenue and without real 
possibilities to find a new job on the basis of which they could apply for at 
least temporary residence permit in Slovenia. As illegal residents or 
temporary workers they could neither ask for any kind of social assistance.  
 This labour regulation completed the effect of erasure and raised 
the most important barrier against re-establishing tolerable life conditions in 
Slovenia after the erasure. From the viewpoint of the “national interest” this 
measure defended the general security of the citizens at the expense of 
increasing social risks for non-citizens.24 The erased people were the first 
who got unemployed in the period of great economical instability when the 
rate of unemployment broke through any at that time imaginable limit as we 
can see on the graph below. 
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Graph 1: The Rate of Unemployment in Slovenia in the Period 1985 – 
2005 (Data from the Office for Statistics RS) 
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 Labour regulation brought, at that time, some relief from heavy 
financial burden to employers and to the state: employers did not need to 
pay compensation for the dismissal to workers whose labour contracts 
expired by law, and the state had no obligation to lend social assistance to 
these persons. According to the statistics of the Ministry of the Interior, the 
erased were mostly unskilled industrial workers and in a large part 
unemployed: therefore, cancellation of their social rights considerably 
alleviated financial burden of the state in the time of rapid 
deindustrialization.25 Moreover, we may estimate, according to the 
Employment Agency data showing the difference between the employment 
permits issued in 1992 and 1993, that some 5.000 persons lost their jobs 
because of these provisions. 
 Among 29 adult interviewees (24 were employed and 5 were 
unemployed) only 6 persons kept, or were able to find, a regular job after 
the erasure. Four managed to find temporary jobs, while the rest was forced 
to look for a job on the black labour market, including pensioners as their 
revenues were too small to meet their basic needs. Our interviewees needed 
approximately ten years to find a regular job or gain a sufficient pension, 
most of them not before they succeeded to obtain Slovene citizenship. 
Meantime they had to keep away from public places under the threat of 
deportation26 and had to search illegal jobs to get at least some income. They 
were exposed to over-exploitation and, in some cases, even to servitude; 
since they were cut off from all social ties and could rely on very confident 
friends only, they could not search any social protection from anybody 
besides some exceptional supporters, like the tough fighter for their rights, 
the lawyer Matevž Krivic. Some of them still continue to work illegally and 
many who are unable to work live in poverty. 
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Graph 2: Employment Status of the Interviewed Erased Persons 
according to their Own Definition 

 
 On the black labour market, the erased people could only find low 
paid heavy jobs with extended working hours in construction, sawmills, and 
agriculture. One of the “unemployed” in the graph is a man who moved to 
the hills where he found a job in a saw-mill. He lived in an abandoned 
cottage nearby, paid rent by working on the owner’s farm and collected 
wood in the forest for heating. Altogether he lived there fifteen years. When 
he needed medical assistance, especially after having a number of accidents 
at work, he had to pay the treatment himself. After a time the sawmill was 
closed down and the farmer ceased to cultivate the land, so he lost his only 
revenue and the farmer threw him out of the cottage where he was staying. 
After that, he depended on neighbours who were giving him food for 
occasional work. After fifteen years, a friendly couple helped him to find a 
little room for which they still often pay rent, and the Association of the 
Erased Residents of Slovenia helped him to regain the status of permanent 
resident as well as a minimum social support. Today he needs constant 
medical care and lives in great poverty.27  
 A couple from Bosnia whose documents the administration 
annulled, was unable to find a regular job, couldn’t enroll their two children 
in primary school and, as presumably illegal residents, could not assert their 
tenants’ rights, so they decided to move to Bosnia at a time when the war 
was still ravaging there. Family members reported themselves to Bosnian 
authorities as refugees from Slovenia. Their unfinished house in Bosnia was 
destroyed during military operations, so they had to search refuge in various 
parts of Bosnia and acquired food by collecting what remained in the fields 
after the harvest. The couple now lives in Slovenia where their legal status 
has not been recognised yet after almost twenty years; they have financial 
difficulties since they can obtain only badly paid temporary jobs.28 
 More commonly, the erased persons, unskilled workers and highly 
educated people alike, were doing hard work in construction. A well 
educated man worked at construction site as illegal worker under constant 
threat of inspections and eventual deportation. He succeeded to gain a first 
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temporary employment permit for three months by deception with the kind 
assistance of his boss after two years of illegality.29 Another man worked one 
season 300 hours per month without payment for extra hours.30 Yet another 
regularly worked twelve years at construction sites, including works for 
police officers, in a small provincial town. Good recommendation from the 
part of police station, he presumes, once spared him from eventual 
deportation. He has permanent health problems and depends on a minimum 
social support, while his wife and son are unemployed.31  
 An interviewee agreed to work night shifts twelve hours long for a 
staffing agency, because they promised to obtain a permanent residence 
permit for him and his family. Deceived he left the low paid job after having 
a car accident while returning home from the night shift, and luckily found 
another job at joinery where he still works.32 
 
Reshaping the Citizenry 
 
 During its modern history, the territory of Slovenia has often been a 
region of emigration. Important emigration waves were due to the agrarian 
crisis in the late 19th century and the economic crisis between the two World 
Wars; emigration immediately after the 2nd World War was political. From 
the 1960s on, Slovenia was both a country of emigration towards Western 
and Northern Europe, and a country of immigration of mostly unskilled 
industrial workers from other republics of SFRY.33 The new citizenship 
regulation in the 1990s was an opportunity to reshape these trends using 
legal and administrative instruments. We have just seen how they worked 
with respect to the erased persons. This particular policy against immigrant 
population from ex-Yugoslavia has its counterpart in the new citizenship 
policy towards Slovene emigration and their descendants. Andre Leibich 
analysed the new citizenship policies in the post-socialist countries and draw 
a general conclusion which is pertinent for Slovenia as well: »Interestingly, 
what might be considered the more enlightened variant of citizenship, civic 
citizenship (or, at least, a prototype of civic citizenship), as well as the more 
progressive principle of membership, ius soli, belong to these countries’ past 
rather to their present«.34  
 The first citizenship law in independent Slovenia offered an 
exceptional naturalisation to the citizens of other Yugoslav republics with 
permanent residence in Slovenia as well as to Slovene political emigrants and 
their descendants, “members of military formations who served 
occupational forces” during the 2nd World War and left the country after the 
war, with the intention to compensate for a “historical injustice”.35 
Moreover, Slovene emigrants and their descendants could apply for 
facilitated naturalisation: while citizens of other Yugoslav republics had to 
prove ten years of continuous regulated living in Slovenia to fulfil the 
requirements for regular naturalisation, Slovene emigrants up to the third 
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generation could apply for citizenship after one year.36 This facilitated 
condition was extended to the fourth generation in 2006.37 According to a 
rough estimate, in 2005 some 60.000 Slovene citizens were living abroad38; 
among them, 17.635 had “usual residence” in Slovenia according to the 
census of population in 2002.39 The rest can exercise political rights without 
having any ties whatsoever with the country. Ethnic affinity is also a 
dominant ground of national interest for exceptional naturalisation without 
any conditions to be fulfilled from the part of the applicant. Since 2006 
positive discrimination was extended to “Slovenes without Slovene 
citizenship” who can have a range of advantages from special scholarships 
to privileges on the labour market. 
 However, the effects of citizenship regulation were disappointing 
for policy makers: on one hand, they expected that only 80.000 citizens of 
other republics would apply for exceptional naturalisation offered in 1991, 
while the number of applicants was much higher and finally 171.127 persons 
obtained Slovene citizenship due to the immediate post-independence 
provision.40 On the other hand, policy makers expected that a much higher 
number of Slovene emigrants would decide to live in Slovenia after its 
independence; however, it is estimated that only 5.000 Slovene citizens living 
abroad finally moved to Slovenia.41 Nevertheless, we don’t know how many 
Slovene emigrants abroad obtained Slovene citizenship due to other 
regulations mentioned above. In order to have a more exact number, we 
would need to add up those to whom the citizenship was recognised during 
the process of “denationalisation”, the restitution of confiscated property (as 
part of the agrarian reform, nationalisation etc.) after the 2nd World War.42 
Only persons who had the citizenship status at the time of nationalisation 
are rightful claimants for denationalisation. To some claimants, like those to 
whom the citizenship was taken away in Yugoslavia, because they were, for 
example, members of military formations serving occupational forces during 
the 2nd World War, the citizenship was restored by law. Only to those 
claimants, who were German nationals, lived abroad on 28th August 1945 
and were members of Kulturbund or Heimatbund, their citizenship status was 
not restored; but even in these cases spouse or children could assert their 
rights as rightful claimants if any of them fulfilled requirements. Quite 
interestingly, citizens of other republics of ex-Yugoslavia are not rightful 
claimants until the reciprocity among the two states is established – the 
condition unfulfilled untill now. 
 
Civic Exclusion and Inclusion as the basis of New Property 
Relations 
 
 An important effect of the new citizenship regulation was the 
creation of principles on the basis of which reallocation of property rights 
took place. Nationalistic ideology had an important role in the restoration of 
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capitalism; it comprised an “anti-colonial” turn that excluded presumed 
“occupiers” from the reallocation of wealth and, in certain cases, from the 
new body of citizens. Within this ideology socialist past (with its 
internationalism) is presented as a discontinuity in the historic flow of 
national liberation struggle, and as a generator of “historical injustices”. 
National ideology thus establishes a positive connection between national 
liberation fight and capitalism, and attributes a positive role to Slovene 
collaborationism during the 2nd World War. 
 The first government of independent Slovenia nationalised socialist 
common property (“social property”) and progressively transferred it into 
the private property regime. As compensation, the state distributed to all the 
citizens “certificates”, a kind of general stocks that citizens could invest into 
business companies or investment funds. This measure, as it turned out 
soon, was nothing but a beginning of “casino capitalism” in which many lost 
almost the whole value of their stocks and a few accumulated a considerable 
capital. As non-citizens, the erased persons were excluded from this 
reallocation of wealth. They were also excluded from the privatization of 
apartments by which holders of tenants’ rights could become proprietors of 
apartments in common property for an almost symbolic sum.43 Under this 
provision 160.405 apartments have been privatised and the state received 
1,126 billion euro.44 At the same time, the erased persons suffered heavy 
losses. Only 4 persons among 39 interviewees owned an apartment before 
the erasure or managed to acquire it afterwards without difficulties. Nine 
persons bought the apartments for which, before the erasure, they had 
tenants’ rights, after long and costly litigations which lasted between 4 and 
11 years. Others lost their apartments or remained subtenants;45 growing 
rents make their subsistence even more difficult. The following example 
indicates the general distrust and fear of official institutions the erased 
persons and their families have been living in. The wife of an erased person 
told us that a kind lady working for the housing administration once called 
her and invited her to sign, as she said on the phone, an insignificant annex 
to the lease contract. The lady asked our interviewee to come to her office 
on this matter the same day. The wife nevertheless first went to the lawyer 
who discovered that her family would lose tenants’ right if she had signed 
this annex.46  
 The erased persons were often forced to spend family savings for 
visas, charges of administration, lawyers and litigations to regain the legal 
status, the pension, the tenant’s right and so forth. Before regaining their 
legal status, they were deprived of social rights (like social support, 
supplement for children, scholarships, and many others) and of health 
security. Since for a certain period, they did not have medical assistance 
some are now in poor health. Younger interviewees often expressed fear of 
old age because of the minimal pensions they are going to receive due to 
inability to find regular jobs during the erasure and to pay contributions for 
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pension funds. All these consequences of the erasure were, on purpose or 
not, a way to alienate the wealth from the erased persons. 
 Reallocation in another direction was accomplished by 
Denationalization Act, the restitution of property confiscated after the 2nd 
World War. Citizens and Slovene emigrants alike, but not citizens of other 
republics, could become rightful claimants under conditions described 
above. We have no data about how many claimants belong to one or the 
other group, but we can say with a considerable certainty that Slovene 
emigrants significantly participated to the redistribution of wealth. A 
particular case is the Catholic Church, an extra-territorial sovereignty, that 
was restored the biggest share of denationalised property. The last accessible 
report on the implementation of Denationalisation Act dates from the year 
2001 when applications representing 60 percent of the value of all reclaimed 
nationalised property (estimated at 1,179 billion euro), were already 
processed (one fifth was rejected).47 If the process of denationalisation goes 
on in the same proportions, the whole value of denationalised property 
would be approximately 2 billion euro (including a fifth of cultivable land, 
thirteen percent of forests, about 8.000 apartments, offices, companies and 
factories in the value of 250 million euro, building sites and other real 
estate). However, official figures may well underestimate the real value. The 
value of a square metre of an apartment was estimated at 677 DEM 
(German marks), while in 2001 the real price was two or three times higher, 
so the real value of denationalised property may reach a much higher value, 
4 or even 6 billion euro. The state agency Slovenian Compensation 
Company pays reimbursement for properties that could not be given back 
“in kind” in state stocks (978 million euro altogether) for which the agency 
regularly pays principals and interest.48 Since the agency has not yet paid out 
all claims, we do not know the final costs of denationalisation. However, 
denationalisation results in the reallocation of financial sources from tax 
payers to claimants. It creates a public debt and exerts financial pressure 
upon the country and its people.49 
 
De-territorialised National Citizenship 
 
 Two tendencies seem to prevail in the post-independence processes 
in citizenship regulation: the first one is a restrictive treatment of the 
persons living on the state’s territory. These restrictions certainly hit some 
55.000 citizens of other republics (the erased and temporary workers alike) 
to whom the legal foundation of their living in Slovenia was abolished. Only 
some 12.000 erased people were able to win the battle with the state 
administration, regain their legal status or obtain Slovene citizenship and 
continue their living in Slovenia; others were most probably forced to leave 
the country. These people were mostly qualified and unqualified industrial 
workers who became redundant in the economic crisis of 1990s.  
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 The second tendency in citizenship regulation is the extension of 
citizenship rights, social rights and property rights to a population outside 
the territory of Slovenia, predominantly on the ground of “national 
belonging” and, in a much smaller scale, on the ground of economic or 
cultural national interest. It is not possible statistically to reconstruct the 
exact number of this population. Whatever the exact number is, substantial 
wealth along with the access to social rights was transferred to this group by 
the means of citizenship regulation. Civic de-qualification of the citizens of 
other republics and positive discrimination of the persons of “Slovene 
origin” was an important step towards the establishment of the new 
property relations and the restoration of capitalism. 
 One could call this type of citizenship regulation “de-territorialised 
national citizenship” in two senses: firstly, it deprives of the citizenship rights 
certain groups of people living on the state’s territory (it actually uproots 
them and then establishes a hierarchy of “uprootedness”); secondly, it 
extends citizenship rights to people living outside the state’s territory. Or if 
we look at national citizenship regulation from the outside, from the 
viewpoint of the aliens in a certain country: people bring their citizenship 
like a family name to the territory of a particular state. The difference 
between a Croatian and a Bosnian temporary worker in Slovenia, for 
instance, originates in their citizenship status: Croatian worker receives 
compensation for unemployment in Slovenia, Bosnian worker in Bosnia. If 
Bosnian worker loses a job, he has to return to Bosnia where he gets 
compensation for unemployment. Such kind of provision has proved to 
serve Slovene employers as an opportune back-up to their abuse of migrant 
workers.50 
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